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Reflecting on My UTA Experience

I found out about this program through one of my professors, and it seemed to be a

good way to make money and a nice resume builder so I applied. The actual experience of the

program was very good, but the late scheduling for the UTA seminar made every Tuesday much

more stressful. I would have enjoyed it more if the seminar was earlier in the day, but that is

really my biggest complaint. I would say that the majority of your experience in this program is

dictated by who your faculty advisor is. My faculty advisor had me attend one section of 223

each day, and had me help with polling and answering questions in class. I would also help with

running review activities on miro boards. On top of attending class, I had to host an hour-long

examples session every Friday.

This examples session is where the majority of my work for the program went. I had one

hour for prep, then each Friday I would do example problems for a zoom room of people.

Needless to say, the examples really helped me review and get good at calc 3. It was very

rewarding when I could help a student with a topic they had struggled with, or if I was able to

rework a problem in a new way that made more sense. These review sessions really helped me

get better at teaching/tutoring/explaining and my advisor critiqued my performance and helped

me improve after each review session. I was then able to take these skills I had developed, and

further apply them to the 2 hours of tutoring I was required to do each week.

Most of the learning from this course focused on soft skills, and while I felt improvements

in my confidence while teaching and my ability to do calc 3, I don’t feel like my abilities or the

way I see math were changed by this course. It surely broadened my horizons, but a lot of the

material surrounding presenting and communicating was already second nature to me. The

most helpful skill I picked up was learning LaTeX, though due to an unfortunate fire alarm, I was

not actually present for the LaTeX learning day, and instead resolved to learn it on my own and



use it for my final presentation. So I attribute the reason I learned LaTeX to the course, but the

actual learning done remains entirely my own.

Essentially, the majority of the learning and benefits from this course come from your

own work and practice. You will get out what you put in. The UTA seminar itself was fun, and in

a covid semester it was very refreshing to have a class that was slightly more lighthearted and

social. It did a lot of formalizing and developing of ideas that were already half formed in my

mind. I feel like I got the most out of holding those review sessions each week though. If you

want to get better at a class you have taken, but you still aren't super comfortable with the

material, being a TA for that course is super helpful. I went in very unsure of my abilities in calc

3, but by the end of the second time taking it, I felt like I could almost ace the final exam. The

depth and breadth of my understanding have also improved as well. If I were to list off my

biggest takeaways, they would be in no particular order: increased ability and comfort with calc

3, learned some LaTeX, increased confidence while teaching (this is heavily dependent on my

comfort with the material).

Lastly, I would apply to this program again, had I not gotten a different job in the math

department using some of the skills I had learned with this one. I also think the pay should be

higher. Support the $15 minimum wage, ya know?


